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Abstract— This paper presents iRazor, a lightweight error
detection and correction approach, to suppress the cycle time
margin that is traditionally added to very large scale integration
systems to tolerate process, voltage, and temperature variations.
iRazor is based on a novel current-based detector, which is
embedded in flip-flops on potentially critical paths. The proposed
iRazor flip-flop requires only three additional transistors, yielding
only 4.3% area penalty over a standard D flip-flop. The proposed
scheme is implemented in an ARM Cortex-R4 microprocessor
in 40 nm through an automated iRazor flip-flop insertion flow.
To gain an insight into the effectiveness of the proposed scheme,
iRazor is compared to other popular techniques that mitigate
the impact of variations, through the analysis of the worst
case margin in 40 silicon dies. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this is the first paper that compares the measured
cycle time margin and the power efficiency improvements offered
by frequency binning and various canary approaches. Results
show that iRazor achieves 26%–34% performance gain and
33%–41% energy reduction compared to a baseline design across
the 0.6- to 1-V voltage range, at the cost of 13.6% area overhead.
Index Terms— Adaptive circuits, canary circuits, error
detection and correction (EDAC), Razor, variation tolerance.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

ROCESSORS and systems-on-chip (SoC) are traditionally designed to accommodate for worst case variations,
with a cycle time target that incorporates process, voltage,
temperature, and aging margins, which in turn substantially
degrade performance and energy efficiency. Adaptive designs
with in situ error detection and correction (EDAC) capability
have been widely explored to suppress the cycle time margin,
using specialized registers on critical paths that perform timing
EDAC [1]–[9]. Unfortunately, such specialized registers typically incur a large area overhead compared to conventional
registers. For example, Razor requires 44 extra transistors per
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register [1], double sampling with time borrowing (DSTB) [2]
needs 26 extra transistors, and Razor-lite [3] requires eight
extra transistors, which is currently the EDAC approach with
smallest overhead. The significant area overhead has been an
obstacle to the adoption of EDAC approaches in commercial
designs, and currently there is no significant commercial
processor implementing EDAC approaches [10]. In addition,
the performance and energy gains from EDAC approaches
have not been thoroughly quantified in relation to competing
approaches to mitigate variations at lower overhead, such as
frequency binning, critical path monitors [11]–[14], and canary
circuits [15].
In this paper, we propose a very lightweight EDAC
approach that is based on a novel specialized flip-flop requiring
only three additional transistors, compared to a conventional
D flip-flop. The iRazor flip-flop [16] leverages a currentbased mechanism to detect timing violations at the cost of
only 4.3% larger area than a conventional D flip-flop. The
iRazor approach is validated through the implementation of
an ARM Cortex-R4 processor testchip [17], as representative
of designs with non-trivial complexity with eight pipeline
stages and a gate count in excess of 1 Mgates. An automated
flip-flop insertion flow is adopted to augment the design
with iRazor flip-flops, based on a systematic design strategy
to ensure timing closure. Measurement results show that
iRazor achieves 26%–34% improvement in performance and
33%–41% reduction in energy across the 0.6–1 V voltage
range, compared with a baseline design without EDAC capabilities. Such improvements are achieved at the cost of 13.6%
area overhead, compared to a conventional design. As further
contribution and to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is
the first paper that quantitatively compares today’s industrystandard methods to mitigate variations (e.g., margining, frequency binning, and different canary approaches), based on
silicon measurements on the same processor design. The
characterization of 40 silicon dies provides an insight into
the design margin required by iRazor and other techniques,
quantifying the performance and power improvement and the
related area and energy cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews state-of-the-art circuit techniques to mitigate or suppress the design margin. Section III introduces
the proposed iRazor flip-flop and a detailed analysis of its
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main properties. Section IV describes the architecture of
the EDAC scheme. Section V describes the automated
iRazor insertion flow, and the fabricated testchip details.
In Section VI, the benefits and the cost of various industrystandard methods to mitigate the design margin are evaluated.
Section VII presents the overall comparison of iRazor and the
schemes in Section VI. Conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.
II. R EVIEW OF C IRCUIT T ECHNIQUES TO
M ITIGATE THE C YCLE T IME M ARGIN
Traditionally, processors are margined to tolerate process,
voltage and temperature (PVT) variations. Among the existing
techniques to reduce their impact on the related cycle time
margin, frequency binning entails the lowest overhead as it
relies on additional testing time to perform coarse-grained
discrete frequency tuning to mitigate process variations at
given environmental conditions.
More sophisticated self-adapting design techniques
introduce process and environmental sensors [e.g., ring
oscillators (RO)] to further reduce the margin, and are
customarily adopted in today’s processor and SoC designs.
These approaches can adapt to variations to some extent,
monitoring them through “canary” circuits that mimic the
delay of the critical path(s), and fitting the actual margins.
However, the design margin cannot be completely eliminated
by these approaches, due to the residual mismatch between
the on-chip sensors (e.g., RO frequency) and the actual
critical path delay.
EDAC approaches can virtually eliminate the design margin,
based on the insertion of specialized registers on critical paths
to perform timing EDAC. Among the proposed techniques,
output waveform analysis [18], time-redundant latches [19],
transition detector with time borrowing [2], DSTB [2], and
different Razor latches [3], [4], [6], [20] have been proposed.
For example, the Razor approach eliminates the design margin
by allowing for reducing the clock cycle until timing constraints are barely met. This occurs right before timing failures
are detected by specialized registers, such as Razor-I [1],
Razor II [4], Bubble-Razor [20], and Razor-lite latches [3].
The key idea of Razor latches is that the data comes into the
main flip-flop and is also tapped off to a shadow latch, which is
clocked slightly later. The mismatch between the output of the
main flip-flop and the shadow latch reveals the occurrence of
the timing error. Once an error is detected, it can be corrected
in several manners as proposed in previous work. For example,
Fojtik et al. [20] uses a bubble propagation algorithm to
send stalling signals to neighbors in half a cycle assuming a
two-phase latch clocking. As another example, global
clock gating and counterflow pipelining were proposed in
Razor I [1]. In the former technique, the whole processor is
stalled until correct values are reloaded. Through counterflow
pipelining, a bubble is sent upstream and downstream pipeline
stages at every clock cycle to prevent the propagation of errors
and perform their correction.
Although EDAC techniques fundamentally eliminate the
design margin, they suffer from relatively large area and
energy overhead due to the complexity of the detection mechanism. For example, [3] require eight additional transistors per

Fig. 1.
Schematic of the proposed iRazor flip-flop with error detection
capability, and its energy, delay, and area compared with conventional flip-flop
standard cell (both positive edge triggered).

flip-flop or more. The direct and significant impact on cost has
limited the diffusion of prior EDAC techniques, as confirmed
by the lack of adoption in any significant commercial design
to date, and motivates the introduction of novel lightweight
EDAC schemes that can be truly afforded in real designs.
III. P ROPOSED iR AZOR C IRCUIT AND A NALYSIS
A. iRazor Flip-Flop and Circuit Analysis
The iRazor flip-flop supplements a latch circuitry [21]
with asynchronous reset (signal Rstn) in Fig. 1 (drawn in
black) with the lightweight error detection circuit (highlighted
in red). The latter consists of a novel three-transistor current
detector that reveals whether the latch is transiently drawing
any transistor on-current after the clock edge, thus effectively
detecting transitions occurring at the input of the iRazor flop.
In the following, positive edge-triggered timing is assumed
with no loss of generality.
Timing violations are caught within an error detection window during which the first tristate inverter (M1–M5 in Fig. 1)
is transparent, and it represents the portion of the clock
cycle when the input should not transition to avoid timing
violations. The detection window is defined by setting the
signal CTL in Fig. 1 as low, and timing violations are signaled
by the active-low error signal E R R in Fig. 1. As discussed the
following, the error detection window starts after the falling
edge of CTL, thus enabling some amount of time borrowing
at the very beginning of the clock cycle, in addition to the
capability of subsequently detecting timing violations.
When the iRazor input correctly transitions before the rising
clock edge and after the falling clock edge as in Fig. 2(a),
CTL is high and transistor M14 in Fig. 1 is ON, thus tying
the virtual ground virtual voltage source source (VVss) to
ground. Accordingly, the iRazor circuit in Fig. 1 operates
like a conventional flip-flop and updates its output at the
rising clock transition, which makes the first tristate inverter
transparent. In this case, the active-low error signal E R R is
deasserted (i.e., E R R is set to 1) by the skewed inverter in
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Fig. 2. Waveforms in iRazor flip-flop when (a) input D is correctly switching before the rising clock edge, (b) D is switching within the time borrowing
window, (c) error is occurring due to the transition of the input D from 0 to 1 during the error detection window, and (d) error is occurring due to the
transition of the input D from 1 to 0 during the error detection window.

red, as required. Instead, when the iRazor input D transitions
after the rising clock edge and before the beginning of the
error detection window as in Fig. 2(b), the iRazor latch is
transparent and allows for timing borrowing. In this case,
moderately late arriving inputs are forgiven and no error is
flagged (i.e., E R R = 1).
During the error detection window as in Fig. 2(c) and (d),
the CTL signal is set to 0, transistor M1 is turned off, and the
virtual ground is disconnected from the ground. If no input
transition occurs during the error detection window, the virtual
ground is dynamically held at ground, and no error is flagged
by the skewed inverter in Fig. 1 (i.e., E R R is kept at 1).
Instead, if the flip-flop input D performs a transition during
the error detection window, the voltage of the floating virtual
ground is raised by the charge provided by either the first
tristate inverter (M1–M5) or the subsequent inverter (M7–M8),
as discussed in the following. The red inverter in Fig. 1 is
skewed low so that the raised virtual ground voltage lies
beyond the inverter logic threshold, and hence E R R is set
to 0, thus signaling an error. In particular, if D transitions
from 0 to 1 during the error detection window [see Fig. 2(c)],
the initially discharged capacitance at the virtual ground node
VVss is charged by transistors M1–M2 and M5. This is
due to the charge sharing with the capacitance at the output
of the tristate inverter M1–M5, which was precharged
at VDD by M1–M5 before the input transition, since the

input D was initially equal to 0. Similarly, when D transitions
from 1 to 0 during the error detection window [see Fig. 2(d)],
the capacitance at the virtual ground node is charged by
transistor M7 due to the charge sharing with the capacitance
at its output. In both cases, the virtual ground voltage VVss is
raised and complemented by the skewed inverter in Fig. 1 to
flag the error and hence set E R R to 0. According to the
above considerations, the VVss node is dynamic and its signal
integrity needs to be preserved through routine layout strategies, such as shielding or proper spacing of strong aggressors.
To ensure correct error detection, the error detection window
has to be correctly aligned with the clock cycle. In particular,
from Fig. 2(a), the falling edge of CTL marks the start of the
detection window and must occur with sufficient delay after
the rising clock edge. Otherwise, correct output transitions
right after the clock edge would be incorrectly flagged as
errors, due to the subsequent transition in the first tristate
inverter (M1–M5) occurring a clock-to-Q delay after the
clock edge. This minimum delay from the rising clock edge
and between the beginning of the error detection window
is here referred to as the front timing constraint TFR , and
must certainly exceed the flip-flop clock-to-Q delay to allow
the data to pass through the slave latch M9–M13 without
triggering an error. Larger values of TFR allow time borrowing
as in Fig. 2(b), although at the expense of a shorter error
detection window.
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Fig. 3. Statiscal analysis of (a) virtual ground voltage (VVss) versus TFR at no error operation (b) VVss increase with/without error, and Skewed Inverter
threshold across supply voltages. 1000 Monte Carlo runs, whiskers indicate three standard deviations around the mean value.

To assure that the input data is correctly latched into the
cross-coupled inverter pair (M7–M13 in Fig. 1) during
the error detection window, the latter needs to end before the
falling clock edge by an appropriate back time constraint TBK
as in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Quantitatively, TBK needs to be
greater than (or equal to) the latch setup time Tsetup, so that
metastability is prevented during the error detection window.
B. Analysis of the iRazor Flip-Flop Robustness,
Area, and Energy
In general, increasing TFR leads to a wider time borrowing
window at the expense of a shorter error detection window.
Also, larger TFR reduces the probability of false positive errors
due to the transition in the output of the first tristate inverter
M1–M5 right after the rising clock edge, and ending sometime
after a clock-to-Q delay (i.e., when the output of the tristate
inverter is close to the steady state). More quantitatively,
TFR needs to be large enough to give transistor M14 enough
time to bring the virtual ground VVss back to the ground
voltage (since CTL = 1), after its temporary increase due to
the above transition in M1–M5.
Monte Carlo simulations in Fig. 3(a) illustrate the relationship between TFR and the VVss increase during time borrowing (i.e., when no error occurs), including variations. From
Fig. 3(a), large enough TFR values keep the VVss upward
transition small when no error occurs. As shown in Fig. 3(b),
large enough values of TFR make the temporary VVss increase
caused by data transitions in the time borrowing window
smaller than the skewed inverter threshold voltage, and avoid
false error triggering (shown by the blue line). In case of
timing error occurrence [see black line in Fig. 3(b)], the VVss
increase exceeds the skewed inverter threshold voltage to
trigger an error. However, at low voltages the ability to detect
an error is potentially compromised at very low voltages, for

a given TFR . For example, Fig. 3(b) shows that some error
may not be occasionally flagged at 0.6 V and below, as the
VVss increase might be higher than the skewed inverter logic
threshold in some rare cases. Indeed, the whiskers of VVss
and the threshold of the skewed inverter start overlapping at
0.6 V in Fig. 3(b).
Results of post-layout analysis of the iRazor flip-flop relative to a standard flip-flop1 are reported in Fig. 1. The added
three transistors in red in Fig. 1 increase the area by 4.3%,
due to the large gate length of the PMOS transistor in the
skewed inverter, as required to make its logic threshold closer
to ground to better capture the VVss increase. In the adopted
technology, increasing the gate length of PMOS to reduce
the logic threshold is preferable to stacking, as the latter
would entail a larger area penalty of 11.8%. The total dynamic
energy of the iRazor flip-flop is decreased by 17% compared
to the conventional flip-flop, when sharing the CTL generation circuitry, as discussed in the final chip implementation
in Section IV. Fig. 1 also gives the breakdown of the energy
across cell VDD , clock, input driver and CTL driver. The
iRazor clock-to-Q delay increases by 11% compared with the
conventional flip-flop.
IV. iR AZOR E RROR D ETECTION
AND C ORRECTION S CHEME
This section describes the global EDAC scheme for iRazor,
as shown in Fig. 4. This is similar to the global clock gating
scheme mentioned in Section II. Local clock generators are
used as the last level of the clock tree to generate the clock
and the CTL signals in iRazor, as shown in Fig. 4. These
generators are shared between registers to minimize the area
1 The baseline flip-flop was taken from the same standard cell library
in 40 nm that was adopted for the design of the test chip described
in Section V.
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Overall iRazor EDAC scheme diagram.

and energy overhead, and control the TFR and TBK windows
in Section III to avoid the power overhead and the inter-clock
skew that would be needed by two clock distribution networks.
Under normal operation when no error occurs, data arrives
before the rising clock edge and the iRazor output Q latches
the value after the clock rises, with E R R staying high.
When an error occurs due to a data transition within the
detection window, the E R R signal is pulled low by the
skewed inverter in Fig. 1 of the relevant flip-flop. The resulting
E R R signal experiences a negative pulse, which is captured
by a PMOS-based dynamic OR-latch, which is shared by
up to 10 iRazor flip-flops, as shown in Fig. 4. The aggregate output of the OR-latch is then ORed together with all
other aggregate error signals within the processor by using
conventional dynamic OR gates, thus generating the global
Razor error signal shown in Fig. 4. This global Razor error
signal then propagates through the Razor timing control as
shown in Fig. 4. Razor timing control skips the clock edge
following the occurrence of an error, providing the pipeline
with a further cycle to resolve the error, as shown in the third
cycle at the left of Fig. 5. (The error occurs in the second
cycle.) Following error resolution, the dynamic OR-latches are
reset using the i-RESET signal. Normal operation resumes in
the next cycle (fourth cycle in Fig. 5), as the global razor error
signal is reset to 0 when clock gating is released. The dynamic
OR latch stages (Fig. 4) are reset through the i-RESET signal,
which can catch the E R R signal generated by the iRazor
flip-flop when the clock is either low or high. The dynamic
OR propagation stages are reset using the gated CLK signal
to keep the global Razor error signal to be high within the
error recovery stage (in Fig. 5) to avoid glitches of the gated
local clocks.

Using local detection and clock stalling, the pipeline is
halted within one cycle of a detected error, allowing the EDAC
technique to be integrated into the processor without requiring
rollback or architectural changes. To accomplish this, the error
signal must propagate through the above logic within one clock
cycle. As shown at the right of Fig. 5, the error critical path
includes: the clock tree delay to reach the clock tree leaves
from the clock root first; the TFR delay, the detection window
itself; the error detection delay, the dynamic OR latch stage
and three dynamic OR propagation stages; and finally the
Razor timing control to ultimately generate the clock gating
signal.
V. AUTOMATED I R AZOR D ESIGN F LOW
AND T ESTCHIP D ESIGN
The automated and architecture-independent iRazor flow
in Fig. 6 was developed and adopted to design an ARM
Cortex-R4 processor, which is used as reference design example in the following.
The iRazor design flow starts with a placed and routed
baseline design. Then, flip-flops to be razorized are selected,
based on the tradeoff between the path coverage and the
area overhead due to iRazor flip-flops, the transistor upsizing to meet timing, and the additional hold buffers, which
are required to make the min-delay larger than the transparency window in the covered paths. As shown in Fig. 7,
iRazor flip-flops are progressively inserted to cover paths
with increasing timing slack (i.e., from the most to the least
critical one), and higher path coverage entails a larger number
of iRazor flip-flops and area. A high path coverage also makes
the design hard to route. In the considered ARM Cortex-R4
design, from Fig. 7 a reasonable compromise between path
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iRazor timing diagram (left) and timing analysis of the error critical path (right).

Fig. 6.
Architecture independent automated flow for iRazor flip-flop
replacement and clustering.

coverage and overhead is to cover paths with 200-ps timing
slack or lower, replacing the corresponding conventional
flip-flops with iRazor flip-flops. This leads to the replacement
of 8.7% of the total flip-flop count. The resulting datapath
delay histogram after razorizing is shown in Fig. 8 together
with the baseline histogram. Overall, path delays in iRazor are
pushed to the right because of the addition of hold buffers. The
last two columns represent paths with iRazor flops.
After iRazor insertion, placement of dynamic ORs needs
to be optimized. According to the initial placement of the
baseline design, automated clustering of iRazor cells is

Fig. 7. Design complexity (in number of iRazor flip-flops) versus targeted
timing slack of iRazor.

performed to share the local clock generator and the different
levels of dynamic OR trees. Both the physical locations and the
loading in each stage are key factors for clustering. A threshold
distance is set first for the iRazor flip-flop clustering into
the same group, creating a new group once the threshold
is exceeded. In this design, the distance threshold is set
to 60, 300, and 1000 μm for the first, the second, and the
third stage. Fig. 9 shows the resulting placement of iRazor
flip-flops, dynamic OR latches, and subsequent stages.
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 8.

Path delay histogram of baseline and iRazor design.

iRazor effective overhead explicit calculation.

transistors are amortized across the 1115 iRazor flip-flops,
resulting to an effective overhead of only 1.46 transistors per
flip-flop.
Both the baseline and the iRazor designs of the targeted
processor were implemented on a testchip, whose micrograph is shown in Fig. 11. The ARM Cortex-R4 processor
was implemented in 40-nm CMOS, with a total number of
flip-flops of approximately 13 000, of which 8.7% were
razorized. The total number of gates increased by 13.4% when
applying iRazor, due to the addition of minimum-sized hold
time buffers, iRazor flip-flops, the OR tree, and the CTL tree,
which respectively contributed by 10.06%, 0.95%, 0.27%,
and 0.36% to the overall area increase, while the remaining
1.76% is due to signal routing. The total iRazor core area
includes 8-kB instruction/data cache and 12-kB memory, and
increased by about 13.6% compared to the baseline. Note that
buffer insertion takes most of the area in logic in this specific
design, although the memory size can be much larger in many
other modern processors, in which case the percentage overhead is expected to be significantly reduced. Compared with
previous EDAC testchips, this design marks a significantly
more complex processor implementation, particularly in terms
of the number of total and replaced flip-flops, other than gate
count.
VI. C OMPARATIVE E VALUATION OF I R AZOR AND
P REVIOUS VARIATION -AWARE T ECHNIQUES

Fig. 9.

iRazor cluster spatial position within the on-die processor footprint.

Then, place and route is performed, checking the timing of
the overall error control feedback loop since the wirelength
from the skewed inverter output to the dynamic OR-latch
is critical for timing closure (see Fig. 5 right). If timing is
not met, hierarchical iterations of clustering are performed
followed by a new placement, while freezing the original
iRazor flip-flop locations to facilitate convergence. Further
iterations of clustering/placement are performed until the
timing is closed. Then, a final iRazor place and routed
design is achieved, with all prior steps performed in a fully
automated fashion. As well known for all EDAC approaches,
timing closure might not be guaranteed in very large designs,
although iRazor is demonstrated to work in a microprocessor
core that is an order of magnitude more complex than prior
demonstrations (see Table I).
The effective overhead of the iRazor scheme relative to a
conventional flip-flop-based design is shown in Fig. 10. First,
three additional transistors are included in each latch, although
the latch itself has eight fewer transistors than a conventional
flip-flop. Then, 240 local clock generation blocks are used in
the final design, each comprising 30 transistors. The additional

Based upon the techniques discussed in Section II, 40 baseline chips were measured to gain an insight into the effectiveness of iRazor, compared to a baseline margined design,
frequency binning and RO-based canary methods.
The worst case margining of 85 °C temperature, 10% supply
drop, and 3σ process variation is used to define the baseline.
As shown in Fig. 12(a), the histogram in red is the maximum
operating frequency of 40 baseline chips at 1 V and room
temperature, whereas the margined frequency able to work
across all PVT variations is plotted in green. The detailed
margin histogram of baseline at 1 V and room temperature is
shown in Fig. 17(a). The margined frequency is typically 25%
lower and up to 32% than the maximum frequency allowed
by the measured chips. The detailed margin breakdown into
PVT across 0.6–1 V is plotted in Fig. 12(b), which shows
that voltage margin gives the largest contribution. As the
processor voltage approaches the threshold voltage, the margin
contributions increase substantially (i.e., 2× or more).
Let us now consider the case of frequency binning, with
dies being divided into three bins based on their process
corner labeled as slow, typical, and fast in Fig. 13. Then,
each bin is margined for worst case temperature and voltage
(85 °C, 10% supply drop). The frequency histogram under
frequency binning for the 40 chips at 1 V is shown in Fig. 13,
whose comparison with Fig. 12(a) clearly shows that some
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON TABLE OF EDAC A PPROACHES AND iR AZOR

Fig. 11.

Die photograph of baseline and iRazor Cortex-R4 processor in 40-nm CMOS.

margin is removed from the baseline approach. For completeness, the detailed margin histogram of the frequency binning
is shown in Fig. 17(b).

As third variation-aware mainstream design approach, let
us consider the “simple canary” method, under which the
baseline processor is equipped with a RO used as processor
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Fig. 12. (a) Detailed frequency histogram and margin analysis of baseline at 1 V. (b) Baseline frequency margin across 0.6–1 V voltage range including
10% voltage margin, 60 °C temperature margin, and three sigma process margin. The frequency margin is normalized to the average across dice of its actual
frequency at nominal voltage/temperature conditions.

Fig. 13. Detailed frequency histogram and margin analysis of frequency
binning method at 1 V.

frequency predictor. Fig. 14 shows measured processor frequency versus RO frequency across 0.6–1 V and 20 °C–85 °C.
Exploiting the correlation between the processor frequency
and the RO across voltages and temperatures in the available
40 dice in Fig. 14, the processor frequency is obtained by
fitting the RO frequency data points. 2σ fitting error calculated
across dies and PVT conditions is applied to evaluate the
RO-processor mistracking. In addition, the fitting is de-rated
by a 5% voltage margin to account for fast transient voltage
excursions that the canary cannot capture. The final frequency
histogram of simple canary after including fitting error and the
5% voltage margin is shown in Fig. 15. The margin histogram
of the simple canary approach is also shown in Fig. 17(c).

Fig. 14. Fitting of operating frequency versus RO frequency in simple canary
fitting method.

A further comparison, a less simplistic canary approach
is considered where each data point is treated as a
temperature/voltage-specific canary, to suppress the margin
due to temperature and voltage. This is customarily achieved
by introducing on-die temperature and voltage sensors,
which quantify temperature and voltage of each data point.
In this approach, the linear correlation between processor and
RO frequency is determined for each temperature and voltage
condition. The measurements of 0.6, 0.8, and 1 V and the
fitting to the RO frequency are shown in Fig. 16, where
blue dots refer to 25 °C and the red ones refer to 85 °C.
The linear fit is again de-rated with 5% voltage margin
and 2% fitting error, but here the latter is computed only
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Fig. 15. Detailed frequency histogram and margin analysis of simple canary
method at 1 V.

Fig. 17.
Margin histogram for different methods (1 V, room temperature). (a) Baseline (process, 10% voltage, temperature). (b). Binning
(10% voltage, temperature). (c) Simple canary (5% voltage, process, temperature). (d). Canary T/V spec (5% voltage, process).

Fig. 16. Fitting of processor frequency versus RO frequency for T/V-specific
canary at 25 °C and 85 °C.

across dies (i.e., without considering voltage and temperature
margins). The resulting margin histogram of temperature/
voltage-specific canary is shown in Fig. 17(d), which clearly
shows a further margin reduction compared to the above
variation-aware approaches.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
AND OVERALL C OMPARISON

Fig. 18. iRazor frequency at PoFF versus optimal frequency across voltages.

Forty dies of the iRazor design of the ARM Cortex-R4
processor were characterized and compared to the above
mainstream variation-aware design methods. The Razor pointof-first-failure (PoFF) frequency is the operating frequency
beyond which errors occur (see [4] for the details on its
measurement). Since iRazor is able to correct errors lying
in the transparency window, it can work in a performanceoptimal mode where the frequency is pushed beyond the
PoFF to allow errors, which are then corrected through

the stalling mechanism in Section IV. In the performanceoptimal mode, the resulting performance includes the effect of
both the overscaled frequency and the corresponding stalling
cycles due to the resulting errors. The results of the iRazor
PoFF frequency and the performance-optimal frequency across
0.6, 0.8, and 1 V is shown in Fig. 18. The PoFF represents
a conservative 4.4%–6.9% timing margin, compared to the
performance-optimal iRazor frequency, which corresponds to
a 2.4%–3% voltage margin. As a comparison, the simple
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as canary methods. This translates into a performance gains
of 26%, 19%, and 15% compared to standard, binned, and
canary-equipped versions of the Cortex-R4 processor, respectively.
The power consumption at a fixed frequency is compared
in Fig. 20. In this comparison, we first select the margined
baseline frequency at 0.6, 0.8, and 1 V as the target, and then
we find the required supply voltage to meet this frequency
using other techniques. The resulting power for each case is
shown in this plot. Simple canary provides a power benefit
of ∼20% over baseline across voltage, and the margined
iRazor improves power by another 17%–26% over simple
canary from 0.6 to 1 V.
As reported in Table I, iRazor is able to improve the
performance by 34% at nominal voltage, and the energy by up
to 41% when running at the same performance as the baseline
design, thanks to the voltage scaling that it enables.
Fig. 19. Performance comparison between the margined iRazor and other
methods across 0.6–1 V voltage range.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
The iRazor technique has been proposed as very lightweight technique to enable EDAC, with only three additional transistors per flip-flop. An automated design flow
assuring time closure has been introduced and applied to
implement an ARM Cortex-R4 microprocessor in 40 nm.
The resulting number of additional transistors compared to
a baseline design is 1.54 transistors per flip-flop, which
is the lowest reported to date. iRazor has been compared
to industry-standard techniques to address variations. iRazor
achieves 26%–34% performance (power) gain (33%–41%)
compared to a baseline design across the 0.6- to 1-V voltage
range. Power reduction becomes 17%–26% when comparing
to the popular canary approach, at the cost of 13.6% area
overhead.
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